Editorial August
We conduct different activities so that PEACE would be established in our country.
Meetings, open letters, marches, other meetings and lobbing...?
Long time ago, I wrote the letter that follows. I don't even know if it was received and published.
At least, through our WEB Site ... There may be will to search by the “Big … ” So I'll post it for
you all to know! Google sometimes makes miracles out of communication.
Dear Mr. Presidents
Armando Emilio Guebuza and
Afonso Marceta Manacasso Dlakama
Maputo
It doesn't seem real yet, but not long time ago Mr. Nelson Mandela passed away.
Numerous are the messages that he left us, but more importantly, if we consider the present
historic moment of our country, it is the concept and reach of tolerance!
The Mozambican people are suffering a lot by the lack of

PEACE. Deaths happen every

day and so many people cry!
They continuously postpone a final settlement of

PEACE, however, poverty continues to

increase among the People.
Each of you has a mountain of reasons to assert your own position.
But, you need to put an end to the quest of finding out whom is right! The people are tired of
political reasons; they want peace and a peaceful coexistence among all Mozambicans.
Enough of advisers that keep postponing this process!
You need to endorse the concept of "tolerance" ... without limits.
You need to find yourself quickly, accept the differences of both parties, embrace each other, as
it happened in Rome and find real and concrete solutions, always in sight of a better future for
Mozambique.
If Nelson Mandela was alive, as a mediator between the two of you, he would ask only for ....
Tolerance ... and immediately plan the steps to strengthen the
partisan interests.

PEACE, engulfing all your

Remember that the life of each one of you is short and one day you will go down to the grave,
staying in history only the good that you have made!

Please try to leave in the history of Mozambique, a fact that may stay in the mind of every one of
us and our children!
An act which tolerates differences, puts an end to the fights and contradictions, and ensures a
new situation of PEACE, for the good of the people of Mozambique.

May God bless you in this decision-making process!!!!!!

